Allegro moderato.

- play bracketed section
- follow articulations + fingerings

No. 7.

Tempo \( \frac{d=100}{\text{K}^{\text{C}}} \)

A. C. 34675

f sec.
Tchaikovsky - Serenade for Strings, Mvt. I

Viola.

- play backcrossed section (D to E)
- follow bowings
- fingerings are suggestions

Tempo
\( \text{\textit{d = 150}} \)
(1. = 60)

\( \text{\( \frac{6}{8} \)} \)
Tempo $\frac{3}{4}$
$\frac{3}{4}$

E.T.A. Hoffmann - Serenade for Strings, Movt. III

Follow bowings - fingering are suggestions

Viola

- Play bracketed section (B to C)
- Play sixteenths divisi (upper line) at bar 10 of excerpt

(arco)

p molto cantabile, cresc.

sempre cresce.
f

poco a poco

f
cresc. poco

alla poco
dim.

sempre cresc.

ff

poco dim.

largamente

p molto espr.

ff

poco dim.

stringendo.

Più mosso.

mettele sordini.